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(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a method
Figure A of transferring a selection of data stored in a database,

managed by a content provider, by at least one mobile
phone user, called subscriber wherein said database is
connected to a management platform, called manager,
said manager being connected to one or more application
servers and to one or more telecommunication suppliers
and wherein said transfer process comprises the following
steps: Said subscriber enters into connection with one
of said telecommunication suppliers by sending an
identifier of said content provider, the sending action is
named the request;. Said supplier transmits at least said
identifier, together with at least a reception time stamp
and/or a space stamp of said request to said manager;
Said manager associates said identifier with an Internet
delivery address of said content provider and associates
said time stamp and/or space stamp with a code; Said
manager transmits to said telecommunication supplier
delivery information comprising either said Internet
delivery address directly or indirectly linked to said code,
or said Internet delivery address together with said code;
or any relevant information directly or indirectly linked to
said code to access Internet resources, said supplier being
in charge to transmit said delivery information to said
subscriber; To transfer said data selection, said subscriber
goes to said address either by clicking on said delivery
address directly or indirectly linked to said code, or by
going to said delivery address with any Internet terminal

and encoding said code preferably in an access form; At the reception of said code corresponding to the time stamp and/or to the
space stamp, the content provider associates said code with a data selection and makes it available for said subscriber.



METHOD OF TRANSFERRING DATA BEING STORED IN A DATABASE

Field of the Invention

The new invention is related to a method for transferring data
being stored in a database by using a mobile phone, preferably
said database being accessible via Internet and allows
activating access to Internet resources .

State of the Art

Since the 90' s , many -processes have been described using
mobile phone to deliver any kind of data, both on mobile phone
and on Internet. All these processes are using the mobile
phone number (MSISDN) of the mobile user as key identifier in
the transferring process, either to send data directly to
her/his mobile phone, or to identify an Internet resource.

. In particular, document WO 99/66746 describes the use of the
MSISDN number to send a message to the mobile phone;

. Documents WO 99/67726; US 6 7 2 022; US 60/159083 use the
MSISDN number of the data receiver to link it to a delivery
URL;

. Patents EP-A-0851696; EP-A-114 6701 ; US-A-5 987 508 link the
MSISDN number to an E-mail user and document WO 01/10089; US-
A-5 987 508 suggests the creation of an E-mail delivery
address based on said MSISND.

The common purpose of these processes is to create a unique
relationship between each subscriber and the delivery process,
either by linking directly the MSISDN to the delivery address,
or indirectly using an alias which stands for MSISDN. Some
mobile service suppliers, i.e. the French suppliers, cannot
directly collect the subscriber's mobile phone number, which
is replaced by a unique valid alias which is periodically
renewed. It is obvious that the alias is a substitute for the
MSISDN to the extent that it identifies each subscriber
individually for a determined period of time.

In conclusion, the solutions of the state of the art do not
allow to guaranty the anonymity of the subscriber as a unique
link is made between the subscriber MSISDN and the delivery
process .



Aim of the Invention

The aim of the present invention is to allow any subscriber to
use his/her mobile phone in order to transfer data on Internet
which do not have the drawbacks of the State of the Art.
Preferably, the aim of the present invention is to allow any
subscriber to use his/her mobile phone in order to transfer
anonymously data on Internet.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention allows any subscriber to anonymously use
his/her mobile phone in order to transfer data on the
Internet, using either the moment when the request was
performed or the place where the request was performed or
either a combination of the said time and the said place.

The present invention discloses a method of transferring a
selection of data stored in a database, managed by a content
provider, by at least one mobile phone user, called subscriber
wherein said database is connected to a management platform,
called manager, said manager being connected to one or more
application servers and to one or more telecommunication
suppliers and wherein said transfer process comprises the
following steps:

Said subscriber enters into connection with one of said
telecommunication suppliers by sending an identifier of said
content provider, the sending action is named the request;

. Said supplier transmits at least said identifier, together
with at least a reception time stamp and/or a space stamp of
said request to said manager;

Said manager associates said identifier with an Internet
delivery address of said content provider and associates said
time stamp and/or space stamp with a code;

Said manager transmits to said telecommunication supplier
delivery information comprising either said Internet delivery
address directly or indirectly linked to said code, or said
Internet delivery address together with said code, or any
relevant information directly or indirectly linked to said
code to access Internet resources, said supplier being in
charge to transmit said delivery information to said
subscriber;

To transfer said data selection, said subscriber goes to
said address either by clicking on said delivery address
directly or indirectly linked to said code, or by going to



said delivery address with any Internet terminal and encoding
said code preferably in an access form;

At the reception of said code corresponding to the time
stamp and/or to the space stamp, the content provider
associates said code with a data selection and makes it
available for said subscriber;

Preferably, the time stamp is the instant where the request
was performed characterized by at least the date, the hour,
the minute and the second of the request .

Preferably, the space stamp is the location where the request
was performed characterized by for example the GPS coordinates
of the subscriber.

Preferably, at least two subscribers are transferring a
selection of data stored in a data base managed by a content
provider .

Preferably, at least two subscribers, having sent said
identifier of said Content provider, receive an identical
code .

Preferably, at least two subscribers having sent said
identifier of said content provider at the same time and/or
from the same place received an identical code

Preferably, a counter is assigned to every said code.

Preferably, said counter is incremented by the manager each
time it receives a time stamp and/or space stamp reception
from the telecommunication supplier corresponding to the said
code .

Alternatively, an adjustement parameter assigned to each
counter is used to define a probability density function, the
said density function being used to fix when the counter will
be incremented.

Preferably, said identifier of said content provider is sent
by said subscriber to said telecommunication supplier, either
by sending an SMS message, or by calling, or by clicking on a
link during an Internet session, or by sending an E-mail to
the content provider's mailbox or by any other
telecommunication means .

Preferably, said subscriber directly sends a data selection
identifier to a destination dedicated to said Content
provider, in this case either said code is sufficient to



identify said selection, or said manager transmits said code
and said data selection identifier to said content provider in
order to allow to transfer said selection of data.

Preferably, said delivery address and said code are sent by
said supplier, either by sending an SMS message, or by
calling, or by sending information, or by redirecting to
another application during an Internet session or by any other
communication and/or telecommunication means .

Preferably, said selection can correspond to a given amount of
codes .

Preferably, said telecommunication supplier transmits the
subscriber's identifier, on top of said identifier and said
time stamp and/or the space stamp, subscriber's identifier
being preferably stored in a temporary database in order to be
able to send said Internet delivery address and said code to
said subscriber, said subscriber's identifier being preferably
deleted immediately after sending this information.

Preferably, said manager associates with said code an
encrypted or alias code.

Preferably, said encrypted or alias code is received by said
content provider, said content provider receives or collects
the key needed to decrypted said encrypted or alias code,
before associating said code to said data selection.

Preferably, the encryption steps are performed by the manager
that uses at least two keys.

Detailed Description of preferred embodiments of the present
Invention

The present invention allows any subscriber to preferably
anonymously use his/her mobile phone in order to transfer data
on the Internet, using either the moment when the request was
performed or the place where the request was performed or a
combination of the said time and the said place or any
combination of any physical data that can be acquired by
his/her mobile phone.

According to a preferred embodiment, the present invention
discloses a method of collecting a selection of data stored in
a database, managed by a content provider, by mobile phone
user, called subscriber wherein said database is connected to
a management platform, called manager, said manager being
connected to one or more application servers and to one or
more telecommunication suppliers and wherein said collect



process includes the following steps:

Said subscriber enters into connection with one of said
telecommunication suppliers by sending an identifier of said
content provider, the sending action is named the request;

. Said supplier transmits at least said identifier, together
with reception time stamp (date, hour, minute, second) of said
request to said manager;

. Said manager associates said identifier with the Internet
delivery address of said content provider and associates said
time stamp with a code corresponding to the moment when the
request was performed;

Said manager transmits to said telecommunication supplier
said Internet delivery address, either directly parameterised
with said code, or together with said code, or according to
any other method meant to access Internet resources, said
supplier being in charge to retransmit this to said
subscriber;

. To collect said data selection, said subscriber goes to said
address either by clicking on said address parameterised with
said code, either by going to said address with any Internet
terminal and encoding said code in the access form;

At the reception of said code, the content provider
associates said code with a data selection and makes it
available for said subscriber;

Preferably, the said identifier of said content provider is
sent by said subscriber to said telecommunication supplier,
either by sending an SMS message, or by calling, or by
clicking on a link during an Internet session, or by sending
an E-mail to the content provider's mailbox or by any other
telecommunication means .

Preferably, the said subscriber directly sends a data
selection identifier to a destination dedicated to said
Content provider, in this case either said code is sufficient
to identify said selection, or said manager transmits said
code and said data selection identifier to said content
provider in order to allow to collect said selection
anonymously.

Preferably, the said delivery address and said code are sent
by said supplier, either by sending an SMS message, or by
calling, or by sending information, or by redirecting to
another application during an Internet session or by any other
communication and/or telecommunication means.



Preferably, several subscribers, having sent said identifier
of said Content provider, receive an identical code.

Preferably, the said selection can correspond to a given
amount of codes .

Preferably, said telecommunication supplier transmits the
subscriber's identifier, on top of said identifier and said
time stamp. The subscriber's identifier will be stored in a
temporary database in order to be able to send said Internet
delivery address and said code to said subscriber. Immediately
after sending this information, said subscriber' s identifier
will be deleted.

Preferably, said manager associates with said code an
encrypted or alias code. As soon as said encrypted or alias
code is received by said content provider, said content
provider receives or collects the key needed to decrypted said
encrypted or alias code, before associating said code to said
data- selection.

Preferably, several subscribers, having sent said identifier
to said Content provider at the same time, receive an
identical encrypted or alias code.

The present invention preferably exists in the form of a
method, which is available on the Internet. The service is
managed by a management platform (hardware/software, named
hereinafter manager) that puts in contact content owners or
their distributors and all the mobiles subscribers.

It is meant by mobile subscriber any mobile phone user,
independently from the terminal type he/she is using,
hereinafter referred to as subscribers.

The content owner owns a database that he can market directly
or through a distribution network. The distributor's role
consists in distributing contents and getting supplied by one
or more content owners (both are referred to as so-called
content provider (s) ) . Content or data have to be intended as
any digital file type: program, text, tone, fix or animated
picture ...

The invention is noticeable from other distribution systems
using data collection as it allows advantageously the
subscriber to protect his/her anonymity when delivering the
requested content.

Only the content provider supplies a method for providing at
least two related elements: one identifier, i.e. his name, a



word, a phone number (long number, short number,...), a URL... and

an Internet delivery address from which data can be retrieved
(URL) .

A s the subscriber remains preferably anonymous, this implies

that there are no registration procedure nor personal data

transfer in order to consult or download data. The

intervention of the subscriber is limited to activate the

transfer of information and to transfer data:

. The subscriber can use all the mobile communication means

(call, SMS message, Internet session...) in order to identify

the content provider: sending a key word in an SMS message,

calling to a specific number, clicking on a link or a button...

. The request o f the subscriber activates the identification

process of a data selection and an Internet delivery address;

. Using any Internet terminal, the subscriber can connect to

the Web and, depending on the Internet method used to access

the data, (i.e. GET or POST methods, or any other Internet

access method) , either he clicks on the URL parameterised with

the data identifier, or he goes to the supplied Internet

address and fills in said identifier in the access form in

order to consult and/or download the requested data.

Internet terminal shall be understood as any device that

enables to establish and to maintain an Internet session.

How is the subscriber' s anonymity protected?

The main characteristic of the invention consists in

separating the request management (telecommunications aspects)

and the data delivery process, using an identifier that has no

unique or direct link with the subscriber (MSISDN, IP-address,

E-mail, ...) . During the delivery process, the method is using

either :

. the moment when the request was performed is used as unique

subscriber' s identifier;

or the place where the request was performed is used as

unique subscriber' s identifier;

. or a combination of these two parameters - the request time

and the request place - is used as unique subscriber's

identifier .

. or any combination of any physical data that can be acquired

by subscriber's mobile phone.



The identifier corresponding to the request time and/or to the
request place and/or to the request physical data can also be
associated to the selection of data.

The different steps in the isolated delivery process
management are the following:

The manager needs at least two information from the
telecommunication supplier (mobile operator and/or wireless
access service provider) in order to operate the delivery
process: the content provider's identifier and the time stamp
(date, hour, minute and second...) corresponding to the request
reception time and/or the space stamp corresponding to the
request place and/or any combination of any stamps
corresponding to any physical data that can be acquired by
subscriber's mobile phone.

The manager associates the content provider's identifier
with the delivery URL and associates the time stamp and/or the
space stamp and/or any combination of any physical data that
can be acquired by subscriber's mobile phone with a code
corresponding respectively to the moment when the request is
performed and/or to the place where the request is performed
and/or to any combination of any physical data that can be
acquired by subscriber's mobile phone;

Depending on the software implementation dedicated to the
URL management, the manager transmits to the telecommunication
service supplier either the URL, directly or indirectly linked
to said code, or the Internet delivery address and said code
or any relevant information directly or indirectly linked to
said code to access Internet resources. Subsequently said
supplier has to transmit both to the subscriber.

Depending on the implementation method dedicated to URL
management, the subscriber consult and/or downloads data
either by clicking directly on the URL, or by going to the
delivery site and encoding said code into the access form.

. When receiving the code corresponding to the moment when the
request is performed and/or to the place where the request is
performed and/or to any physical data acquired when the
request was performed, the content provider links or
associates said code to a selection of data and makes this
available for the subscriber.

The subscriber's anonymity remains effectively protected, as
when he/she is consulting and/or downloading data from the
content provider's side, he is identified only through a code
corresponding to request time and/or to the request place
and/or to any physical data acquired when the request was



performed. This code is not unique, to the extent that
several, in particular all, the subscribers who request the
data selection at the same time and/or at the same place can
receive the same code. The identifier which is originating the
request, either MSISND, or IP address, or E-mail... is totally
ignored when data are delivered. It means by totally ignored
that no unambiguous or univalent link can be establish between
a subscriber and its request, without using illegal practises
such as coalition between the telecommunication supplier and
the manager.

The code comprises characters that can be either uppercase or
lowercase alphabetic characters (A-Z, a-z), numbers (0-9) or
special characters. A little more than 6 bits are needed to
encode each character. A code of n characters of the above-
mentioned 83 possible symbols corresponds to a binary value
composed by n*log 2 (83) bits.

This method can be implemented in various ways, as
demonstrated in the following examples:

Example 1 :

Let's imagine a subscriber listening to his favourite radio.

. The radio presenter of a program invites his audience to
download for free some tracks from the playlist, offered by an
advertiser. One just needs to send the name of the radio
(content provider's identifier) by SMS message.

The telecommunication supplier collects the subscriber's
MSISDN, the name of the radio and the SMS time stamp (i.e.

December 10, 14 hour 21 minutes and 43 seconds) . He only
transmits the name of the radio and the time stamp to the
Manager .

From this information, the manager associates the content
provider' s identifier with the Internet delivery address
(www.nameoftheradio.com) and determines the code corresponding
to the moment when the request was performed, i.e.

12.10.14.21.43

Code and URL are transmitted to the telecommunication
supplier, who sends them back to the subscriber, referring to
the MSISDN number, i.e. in an SMS message.

. Connecting with any Internet terminal, the subscriber goes
to the site www.nameoftheradio.com and fills in the code in an
access form.

. The application server of the radio website associates the



code corresponding to the moment when the request was
performed to the music that was played on the radio at the
same time, or to the playlist of the programme broadcast when
the SMS message was sent, or to the daily playlist...

The subscriber consults the playlist and downloads the
selected track; meanwhile he is displaying the commercial from
the advertiser.

Depending on the mobile telecommunication means selected by
the content provider in order to send his identifier, data
transmission and delivery can occur in different forms. If we
go back to our example, we can encounter the following
situations :

. The subscriber calls to the Interactive Voice Response (IVR)

of the radio station and receives a standard SMS message
mentioning the Internet delivery address in the selected
implementation format;

. The subscriber calls to the radio station' s IVR or sends an
SMS message with the name of the radio and receives a WAP push
SMS comprising the URL parameterised with the code
corresponding to request time and from which he will be able
to consult the playlist and/or download the selected track;

. The subscriber listens to the radio on line via his mobile
phone, clicks on the browser download .button that is
especially developed, a window opens and the window URL
parameters are based on the code corresponding to the clicking
time stamp. The subscriber can either consult all the playlist
or part of it and downloads the selected track, or a
commercial is displayed meanwhile the musical track is
downloaded on his terminal. In any case, the click on the
button stands for identifying the content provider and the
temporary IP address is used only to send the URL
parameterised with the code corresponding to request time. The
subscriber remains anonymous for the content provider.

In all the variations presented above, all the subscribers who
are sending or selecting data at the same time receive the
same code and all of them access the same URL associated with
the same code. The radio station can count the amount of sent
URL associated with the same code and can decide to limit the
download amount to this threshold in order to avoid misuse.

Example 2 :

Let's further suppose an advertiser would use advertising
panels in order to invite consumers to send a request by means
of their mobile phones (as described in one of the afore-



mentioned methods) for downloading from its Web site a
hitherto unpresented, successful TV-series. Any subscriber who
would pass by the same advertisement would receive the same
identifying code, respective to the place of request, or any
subscriber who would pass by the same advertisement at the
same time would receive an identical code.

A list of examples for this application could be endlessly
continued.

Encryption:

The code can be produced from the time stamp and/or the space
stamp by means of cryptographic methods such as pseudo-random
bit generator (PRBG) , hash functions or security key
encryption algorithms.

Preferably, a secret key encryption algorithm can be used to
produce the codes. For example, the following way can be used:
code=E (k ,time stamp and/or space stamp) where E() is the
encryption function (AES for example) and k is the secret
encryption key.

Alternatively, PRGB can be used to generate binary sequences
of arbitrary length. When the content provider receives a time
stamp and/or a space stamp, it generates a random binary
value. The content provider has to store the correspondence
between the time stamp and/or the space stamp and the produced
random binary value.

Alternatively, a cryptographic hash function based on a secret
key (also known as "message authentication code" or MAC) can
be used to produce on the basis of an input value an output
value that looks like a random value. In this case, we would
have code=h (k, time stamp and/or space stamp) where h() is the
hash function and k the secret key needed to compute the
result .

When using a code produced by the means of a keyed hash
function or of an encryption function, the secret key used to
compute the function has to be transmitted to the content
provider .

Preferably, the same key can be used to encrypt all the code
produced for the same content provider during a certain period
of time. The key is initially shared between the manager and
the content provider.

Preferably, when using an encryption function, the only
required communication between the manager and the content
provider is sending the encryption key.



Alternatively, when using a keyed hash function, the service
provider has to receive from the manager the encryption key
and the time stamps and/or the space stamps of the received
request, in order for the service provider to be able to
compare the code provided by the subscriber with hashes of the
received time stamps and/or space stamp.

Moreover, in order to avoid misuse, again, the code sent to
the subscriber can be encrypted or linked or associated to an
alias code in such a way that the time stamp and/or the space
stamp and/or any acquired physical data cannot be deduced from
the code. Afterwards the decrypted code can be associated with
a selection of the database.

Example 3:

Alternatively, it is possible to modify the code derived from
the time stamp in order to have a single use code. Such an
implementation of the present invention associates a counter
to the code. The access to the requested selection of data is
only allowed one time per counter increment.

The different steps of this implementation are the followings:

The subscriber sends a request for data transfer.

The telecommunication supplier sends the content identifier
and a time stamp and/or a space stamp to the manager.

The manager associates a code to this time stamp and/or this
space stamp received from the telecommunication supplier.

If it is the first time that the manager uses this code, the
manager set the counter to 1. If the code was already used,
the manager increments by 1 the counter associated to this
code. If the counter reaches its maximum value, no new code
is produced anymore.

The manager computes the concatenation of the code and the
counter. Afterwards, the manager calculates the
codel=E_kl (code, counter ) , kl being a secret key shared
between the manager and the content provider. Preferably, a
secret key is dedicated to each set of data.

The manager sends the encrypted code (codel), the
corresponding time stamp and/or space stamp, and the
Internet delivery address to the telecommunication supplier.



The telecommunication supplier selects one MSISDN from the
set of MSISDN that are associated with the corresponding
time stamp and/or space stamp. The telecommunication
supplier tags the selected MSISDN as already used and send a
message comprising the codel and the Internet delivery
address to the subscriber to which the chosen MSISDN
corresponds .

The subscriber goes to the Internet delivery address and
enters the codel.

The content provider decrypts the codel thanks to the secret
key kl shared with the manager and retrieves the time stamp
and the counter.

If the value of the counter was not already used for this
code, the access is granted, otherwise the access is denied.

The here above described implementation allows to control
easily the amount of connections to the selectable data.
Moreover, this implementation prevents illicit connections to
the service with stolen codes.

Alternatively, the increment of the counter can be tuned using
an adjustment parameter. Each counter can have its own
adjustment parameter. The said parameter defines a probability
density function that is used to fix when the counter will be
incremented.

Example 4:

In case of coalition between the telecommunication supplier
and the content provider a list of mobile phone numbers
(MSISDN) associated to a given code can be retrieve. An
implementation of the present invention based on a two
encryption keys system can avoid retrieving of such a list.

The different steps of this implementation are the followings :

The subscriber sends a request for data transfer; the
telecommunication supplier sends the content identifier and
a time stamp and/or a space stamp to the manager.

The manager associates a code to this time stamp and/or this
space stamp received from the telecommunication supplier.

The manager chooses a secret key - namely kl - only know by
it and calculates the codel (codel=E_kl (code, counter) ) and
increments the counter. The codel and the manager Internet



address are sent to the telecommunication supplier and then
forwarded to the subscriber.

The subscriber connects to the said Internet address
received from the telecommunication supplier and enters the
codel, along with the content identifier if not integrated
in codel.

The manager deciphers codel - using key kl - and recovers
thereby the code, the counter and eventually the content
identifier. If the information recovered are valid a new
encryption step generates code2 (code2=E_k2 (code, counter) ) ,

k2 being a secret key shared between the manager and the
content provider. The code2 and an Internet delivery address
are displayed on the internet page.

The subscriber accesses to the said Internet delivery
address and he/her enters the code2 on this internet page.

The content provider deciphers code2 - using shared secret
key k2 - and recovers the code and the counter. After
verification of the said recovered data, the content
provider authorizes the access to the requested data to the
subscriber .

In case of coalition between the telecommunication supplier
and the content provider no information about the subscriber
can be derived. Indeed, Codel is accessible to the
telecommunication supplier while code2 is not. The content
provider on the contrary has access to code2 exclusively.
Therefore, no link can be made between code2 and codel, and
per se between code2 and the subscriber MSISDN.

The hereabove-mentioned implementation required the access to
two different internet pages. Therefore, it can be seen as
complicated and time consuming to the subscriber. A suitable
alternative replaces the manager internet page by an
application - such as a Java® applet - present on internet
page of the content provider accessed thanks to the Internet
delivery address.

The different steps of this alternative implementation are the
followings :

The subscriber sends a request for data transfer; the
telecommunication supplier sends the content identifier and
a time stamp and/or a space stamp to the manager.

The manager associates a code to this time stamp and/or this
space stamp received from the telecommunication supplier.



The manager chooses a secret key - namely kl - only know by
it and calculates the codel (codel=E_kl (code, counter) ) and
increments the counter. The codel and the Internet delivery
address are sent to the telecommunication supplier and then
forwarded to the subscriber.

The subscriber connects to the said Internet delivery
address received from the telecommunication supplier. An
application present on the said Internet delivery page
invites the subscriber to enter the code received from the
telecommunication supplier - namely the codel - , along with
the content identifier if not integrated in codel.

The manager deciphers codel - using a secret key kl - and
recovers thereby the code, the counter and eventually the
content identifier. If the information recovered are valid a
new encryption step generates code2
(code2=E_k2 (code, counter) ) , k2 being a secret key shared
between the manager and the content provider. Afterwards,
the code2 is sent by the manager to the content provider
using request such as a POST request comprising the code2 .

The content provider deciphers code2 - using shared secret
key k2 - and recovers the code, the counter and eventually
the content identifier. After verification of the said
recovered data, the content provider authorizes the access
to the requested selection of data to the subscriber.

The subscriber could also send the identifier of a data
selection (the title of a musical track for example) instead
of the content provider's identifier. The request destination
is in our example, the short number, a URL that locates a Web
resource. The next steps of the process differ according to
the use:

. Either the management process remains unchanged as the code
corresponding to request time also identifies the data
selection.

. Or said code does not determine specific data but is only
used to protect subscriber's anonymity. In this case, when the
subscriber accesses the Internet delivery address, the manager
transmits to the content provider the data selection
identifier matching with the code corresponding to the
request. The transmission mode will depend on the interface
type used between the applications.

Today, the transactions between operators, access providers
and service suppliers are based on a single identifier: the



subscriber's MSISDN number. In these circumstances and until
operational procedures are modified, the service Manager acts
as a Trusted Third Party: his module dedicated to requests
management (see Figure B ) collects the subscriber's MSISDN
number (and/or the temporary IP address), the request time
stamp and the content provider's identifier from the
telecommunication provider and store them in a temporary
database. The latter data are temporarily stored in order to
answer to the subscriber. He transfers the request time stamp
and the content provider's identifier to the delivery
management module. He receives from this module the Internet
delivery address, according to the implementation methods
described above, he sends this to the subscriber and destroys
the information related to the subscriber.

According to the operating methods, the manager can operate in
a distributed architecture spread between the different acting
parties concerned, operator, service supplier, content
providers (see Figure A), refer to the example with the radio
station, or can be implemented in a centralised system (see
Figure B ) . In this case, the manager comprises both the
requests and the delivery management modules. It can also
manage web delivery functionality by transferring the contents
to be delivered from the content providers' side.



Claims

1 . Method of transferring a selection of data stored in a
database, managed by a content provider, by at least one
mobile phone user, called subscriber wherein said database
is connected to a management platform, called manager, said
manager being connected to one or more application servers
and to one or more telecommunication suppliers and wherein
said transfer process comprises the following steps:

Said subscriber enters into connection with one of said
telecommunication suppliers by sending an identifier of said
content provider, the sending action is named the request;

. Said supplier transmits at least said identifier, together
with at least a reception time stamp and/or a space stamp of
said request to said manager;

Said manager associates said identifier with an Internet
delivery address of said content provider and associates said
time stamp and/or space stamp with a code;

Said manager transmits to said telecommunication supplier
delivery information comprising either said Internet delivery
address directly or indirectly linked to said code, or said
Internet delivery address together with said code, or any
relevant information directly or indirectly linked to said
code to access Internet resources, said supplier being in
charge to transmit said delivery information to said
subscriber;

To transfer said data selection, said subscriber goes to
said address either by clicking on said delivery address
directly or indirectly linked to said code, or by going to
said delivery address with any Internet terminal and encoding
said code preferably in an access form;

At the reception of said code corresponding to the time
stamp and/or to the space stamp, the content provider
associates said code with a data selection and makes it

available for said subscriber;

2 . Method according to claim 1 , wherein at least two
subscribers are transferring a selection of data stored in a
data base managed by a content provider.

3 . Method according to claim 2 , wherein at least two
subscribers, having sent said identifier of said Content
provider, receive an identical code.

4 . Method according to any of the previous claims, wherein a



counter is assigned to every said code.

5 . Method according to claim 4 , wherein said counter is

incremented by the manager each time it receives a time
stamp and/or space stamp reception from the
telecommunication supplier corresponding to the said code.

6 . Method according to claim 4 , wherein an adjustement
parameter assigned to each counter is used to define a
probability density function, the said density function
being used to fix when the counter will be incremented.

7 . Method according to any of the previous claims, in which
said identifier of said content provider is sent by said
subscriber to said telecommunication supplier, either by
sending an SMS message, or by calling, or by clicking on a
link during an Internet session, or by sending an E-mail to
the content provider' s mailbox or by any other
telecommunication means .

8 . Method according to any of the previous claims, in which
said subscriber directly sends a data selection identifier
to a destination dedicated to said Content provider, in this
case either said code is sufficient to identify said
selection, or said manager transmits said code and said data
selection identifier to said content provider in order to
allow to transfer said selection of data.

9 . Method according to any of the previous claims, in which
said delivery address and said code are sent by said
supplier, either by sending an SMS message, or by calling,
or by sending information, or by redirecting to another
application during an Internet session or by any other
communication and/or telecommunication means.

10. Method according to any of the previous claims, in which
said selection can correspond to a given amount of codes.

11. Method according to any of the previous claims, in which
said telecommunication supplier transmits the subscriber' s
identifier, on top of said identifier and said time stamp
and/or the space stamp, subscriber's identifier being
preferably stored in a temporary database in order to be
able to send said Internet delivery address and said code to
said subscriber, said subscriber's identifier being
preferably deleted immediately after sending this
information.

12. Method according to any of the previous claims, in which
said manager associates with said code an encrypted or alias
code .



13. Method according to claim 11, wherein as soon as said
encrypted or alias code is received by said content
provider, said content provider receives or collects the key
needed to decrypted said encrypted or alias code, before
associating said code to said data selection.

14. Method according to claims 11 to 12, wherein the
encryption steps are performed by the manager that uses at
least two keys.
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